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This truly unique, Flexible Rigid Bollard (FRB) is designed to outwardly look like a standard bollard,
however when a force is applied to it special compounds in the polyurethane will deform allowing
the bollard to bend up to 90 degrees. In fact, the whole bollard can be run over and will self right in
a matter of seconds. All this with little or no damage to itself and minimal or no damage to vehicles.

The FRB range is offered with traditional or contemporary styling and a wide choice of colours
(black is standard color) with a base material of the same colour meaning minimal or no
maintenance is required. This product is ideal for areas where vehicles come into contact with
bollards marked for demarcation of traffic and either obstacles or pedestrians.

For extra security (such as outside store fronts) a steel core filled with concrete can be added
giving ram raid resistance to sensitive areas whilst retaining the material properties and aesthetics
of the standard more flexible bollard elsewhere on your development. This product is ideal for the
following areas of use:

    Supermarket Car Parks                                            Airports, both air-side and non air-side
    Ports, for vehicle holding areas                                Roadside junction demarcation
    Industrial Estates                                                      Retail Parks
    Town Centres                                                           Cycle Lanes
    Bus depots and Bus Stations                                   Train Station Car Parks and Drop off Points
    Park and Ride Sites                                                  Theme Parks and Visitor Attractions
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Removable Base
Mount for 100mm
bollards
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Removable Mounting Receiver Flex Bollards, 
Heavy Duty, 100mm

Use heavy duty receivers to house flexible bollards for 
removable applications. Heavy duty housing is designed 
to bear heavy loads and ensures bollards withstand 
repeated impacts in high-traffic areas. Tapered deadbolt 
allows bollards to be inserted and locked without a key. allows bollards to be inserted and locked without a key. 
Use key for quick removal. Embed receivers in new 
concrete and ensure proper drainage. 

Removable Receiver (100mm Light Duty) 
for Flexible Bollards

Use light duty receivers to house flexible bollards for 
removable applications. Use proprietary key to lock 
and unlock bollards for installation and removal. 
Embed receivers in new concrete and ensure proper 
drainage. Note: For load-bearing applications, drainage. Note: For load-bearing applications, 
heavy duty receivers are recommended. 

REMOVABLE RECEIVER
FOR FLEXIBLE BOLLARD

53 Armstrong Avenue, Unit 1-4
Georgetown, Ontario, L7G 4S1
Ph: 289-891-8559
Fx: 905-248-3629
E: info@ontariobollards.com
W: www.ontariobollards.com


